
You May Have a Target on Your Back



•



 1. Serve less than 100 consumers

 2. SERIOUS bold deficiency in HCS

 3. Control another HCS program

 4. A/N death follow up

 5. DADS visits families 

 6.No service on contract for 24 months

 7. Guardian appointments through court

 8. Rate enhancement

 9. New City Shenanigans

 10. Session News 



Just sayin’



No outcomes at survey; appears to be 2 
reviews for sanction; intermittent scripts; 



My hypothesis is that anyone who receives a 
transfer after your bad survey CONTROLS you 
in DADS eyes. Like the old “badge of fraud”, 
look out for- help at your follow up survey, 
consulting to correct, management over 
adverse outcome triggering cancelation.



Death regardless of focus can lead to severe 
adverse action. All are investigated. Respond 
to call for record request. Document rare 
conditions. Watch out for dumping. Set aside 
grief and analyze real responsibility



New “wellness” checks; more than one house; 
unannounced; not around survey; unusual 
LIDDA visits discussing “satisfaction”



Must serve one person or risk 2 year bar on 
re-application; can serve after notice; may 
have settlement leverage in special 
circumstances

In ICF, new bare contract rules make transfer 
hard



LIDDA supported requests; removal of friends 
(questionable under current law); targeted 
Court investigations; appointment/removal to 
require HCS placement



Allows vendor hold for any adverse action, 
including cost reporting alleging non-
compliant rate enhancement documentation. 
Analyze costs to be sure you benefit from it.



Less DADS oversight and even less support. 
They all watched Beaumont but believe 
Trump will stop action by HUD. Get ahead of 
the sprinkler curve in ICF.



NEWS

Case Management Debundle and Residential 
Reviews all happened first in the leg. Stay posted, 
read your alerts, come down and speak your mind. 
Bad things happen without open debate. Participate
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Thank you!
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